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TECKNIC!~LLNOTE NO. 1031
A MULTIPLE ERIDJE FOR ELIMINATION OF CONTACT-RESISTANCE
ERRORS IN RESISTANCE $31!RAIN-GAGEMM& UiEMENTs
By Isiik% We.mhawsky
SUMMARY
A nmltIple-bridge circuit is described.that
resistmce errors of the first order between tko
nary Wlmat stone bridge. This circuit is anmlied
-.
of the effects of co;tact-resistance variations that may occur in ““
resistance strain-gnge measurements made through .switicshwntaots o-r”
slip rin@3. No additional wjring is eequird at m]e strain goges,
and the number of slip rings n~ed net n.ocoss@-llybe increased.
The generaltheory is dorivod and corroct circuits snd constructions –
are described, The methods allow comiderable frooilomin choice Q.i”
circuit combinations and.am applicable ta multi@e-point strjiin
meas~ementsj 3?a~’ttcul~lYon rotuting shafts or pro@.ler blad~s.
Other applications of the mul.tiplo-bridgacircu~:twm natod.
INTRODUCTION
In measuring structural strains by observing the chango in
electrical res~stance of a wire or a carbon strip attached to the
surface of the test member, it iEInocesm.ry to dotcct CLccura.iklya
resistance change of a fr~kctionof 1 percent. Tk I?rf.ictionalchenge
in resistance of an Advance wire strain ~~o th~t is in co&yI USG
is approximately twico tko numeritiaivaluo of tlloeLastic strqin
(reference 1); for example, .3stress of 10,OM3 pounds yOr squ.mc inoh
in aluminum i?xvolvosa resistance change of 0.2 ycn’cent. In ordor
to achieve an accuracy of 2 pmcent in such n mcasurom~nt, tk
resistance must be measurad to an accuracy cd’O.CKM yrcont.
Although resistance chm.ge~ of such small rnagnitudosmay bo
measured quiticreadily by ordinery br~d+cgermthods in thoso cases
where direct co~~ctio~ to tho strnin gage can .bcmudo throu@ wal”l-
soldered corrnoctionsjtho :roblom becomes difficult--wkn conno”ct.icn
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Exa7.rIpl136mf3-”t116r.i36~-suremn.t ofstrefjsas-~fj“i n~ber of&:l+jj”ong ___
by the use of a single bridge and a ?ultiple-posftion selector
switch and certain cases of multlple--pointetrees measuromeats on
n rotwztng shaft or ~~opeller.blade.
In such oases! the possible v.~ii~tiortin contno’breeigtnnco
between switch”cmttiots or between”biti~h’:n~:sljp.ringnmybd of
tho same order of magnitude M the resistcncu ch.amgeduo tzrmtual
strn.~nvariation and, if this’’contic’traeist~n”celies ifi:serles
with the strain gage itEelf, lerge errors sre Introduced jnto the
measurc)ments. To ramedy this si’tutition,several.expedients are
&jGnSra].lyem@OYOd: (1) circuih so constructed thnt thu contact
resistance no longer lies in series wjth the strain g.~e but occurs
instead at c point in the cfrcuit where i&hae negligibkeffect;
(2) the use of strain gages of very high resieta.nce;d (3) tho
use of very heavy’switch contacts or of n number of:&ar@lQl-
connocted brushe~,’‘Each of these methods Emnetimes possesses cer-
tain limtktions: the flret often requires an eXCG8S~VOlY lm$~
number of resistors when applied to multlyle-point meamremants;
the second sacrifices.electrical stability; and the third is ?nochnn-
~cnlly comultcated,
This repm?t domkibe8 c nuw circafltwhich renders nogllglble
the effects of’contact r6sistanc6 occurring at the.corners of a. ~
conventionalWheatstwne bridge end th. perticul.ar..npplicztionof
this circuit to “measurementswith resistance strain gnges. In order
to illustrat=the problem of contmct rosls%nce more clcwrly and to
define the scoye of the new circuit and itw relation to existing
techniques, a brid? review of’representative methods of’mewmoment-
that am in commm USEIwI1l first be made.
CIRCUITS ORIIINAEILYUSED FOR’S?2RAINMF&3UREm’
Series Cirouit for Me.nsuremonto.fAlkernatlng Strame
StTatn varititionsduo to flc’xuralor torsional vlbr~tions m?e ‘
often measured by the seri~s circuit shown In figure l(k), in which
the ~nd:l.cateris a rectifiwc-.ty:emovin@-coil’g?.lv.momcterfor rms
mewm.remonts or an.oscillograph preceded by a vncuum-tubo amplifier
for l.nsmnt~eous indication. The strain+gnge leadm .nreaolderod
to two ~iliprings and the brushes beartri on these slip rings .nre
wir~d to the remainder of the circu%t. T?KI,altornutjngvoltage
IIppe-aringncross the strain gv+je R or across tho fixed msfs~or ~
is prbpor~cmal to tliealternut.ingstrain. TCIcpproach EWXXi~
sensitivit:f~or a given power ills~”ipntlmin the fftrain.gngg,thu
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This circuit is equivalent to that of figure l(b), the contact
resistance between brushes and slip rings being represented by r.
Any’variation in the magnitude of r, appekrsas an”apptirentstrain
whose m~imum vaJue, for,an Advance wire strain gage, is equal ta
the fractional change in strain-gage resistance, This result is
obvious because ’a change +Ar in the contact raatstanc~ ~ineach arm
hae the same effeot as wuld a change AR = 2Ar ifistrain-g~go








This is the maximum possible error; the most pr~bable errar
resulting frcgua contact-resistance variation +Ar in eich arm
is one-half of the msximum possible error.
‘ Bridge Circuit for Measurement of Str&ns ‘. .-—
‘AWheatstonu bridge such as.that showq in figure 2(a) is.oftk
used to measure strains at a large n~mnborof,points and utilizcm a
sin@e bridge an@ a two-pole mj~ltiple-positionm~cctor switch. “ —
This circuit is equivalent to tkt of figuib 2(b~, whcn%in the con;
tact resistance has been repreqentod by r. As.in the qase of thq
series circuit, any variation in this contQct rcmistance”appe~s ae
an apparent strain equal to the fractional change in rcmist~nce Of
this arm of the bridge. ..,,.- -.
For measurement of the altekating component of s~qinj t~he
power eource.agd indicator are the same as thoso.describ~d.for.tho
series circuit of the preceding .se’ction.For m+n@m.n$ of ste=i.f
strains-jthe power fiourceis a battery, an altarn~.ting-ourrent-
generator, o’ran audio-oscillator; the ge&rqtor or oscillator is
used to eliminate the effects of ,thormaelcctricpo~ontiels at .tho
—... .— -.
switch contacts or when a Garrfer system is desire~ in order. -b
facilitate ainplifioation.
.
An alternative cirkuit to that of figure 2(a) is shown in fig-
ure 2(c), in which the two-pole switch is replaced by a single-pole
switch and one side of each strain gage is soldered.to ,a c-on
terminal. This method has the advantage of tolerating tw’iceas large
a value of Ar/R as does the circuit @ figure 2(a).
Steady-strain measurement is mafiaby observing the ~.e$’lection
of the in~icator or by rebalancing the,bridge by one of.smeral
—
methods, some of which are shown in figures 3(a) to 3(d). In”fig-
ure 3(a), balark?eis restored by using, in arr& S, a dummy strain.‘
4gage clamped to a calibrated cs.ntilevtirbeam dcflcctod by u microm-
eter tjcrowgradu&tGd direct-ly:in.S.tr.linuni”ts..“In flguro 3(b),”
arm H 1S shur&d by a caltbrat~~:high-~eisacc rheostat until
bridgo balo,ncois roetorod.’ Ip f@zrp.3(c)j tkrutio aims “am
nlterad to rewtora.b~l@co; in f33up.3(d), the po~r-oGnnocb’ion
to the btidgo is mo%ed. In tho.cfrcuits of figures 3(b) to 3(d),
resistance at tho sliding contk~qtof the.rheost==potantiometcr
does z,otmaterially affect the.,acc~aqy of tihomeasurernontaunloea
a dot6ctor of very low ros~etmce Is”uSad in n deflection method.
A Wheatstono bridge circuit”si.nikr to thnt of figuro 2(n)
with tho switch replaced by sl.iyrings and brushas to permit strn:ln
measurementon a rotating mombor is theomtic.ally possiblo, but-is
not uso~ bcxmuse of the high’brhsh.,conta@ roaistancos th~t nro
present.
In ordor to make tho circuits of figures 1 and 2 uscablc, ~t
is necessary that the chmngo .Ar in-contactvmBistzXncobo very
small.compared to the stinin-&ago rQ~is&-LnCc R. For Cxcmplcj if
an n.cmracy of”2 percent”is requir~d.in measuring a strum of
20,000 pounds per sqwre Inch in ~lumlnum, tbo ratio Ar/11 must bu
less than 0.00004. In moasurombnts through slip”ringsl tho usual
methods for achieving so low a rrttioare firet, to minimize 5r by
using n lcmge number of brushes connected in pwmllel md bonrir!
on the same slip ~ing and ‘socondJto.:noro~so. R by usi.nghigll-
resistanco strain gages made of.carbon rsther th.~ the’more”sta.bli
nnd adapttiblowire strldn gfigesjwhich are of comparntivoly low
resistcaco. Thus, the use of a 30,000-oW”cubon atruifig~a with
n gnge factm? of 10 would allow. Ar: t6 bo IS h@”a8 6--ohm@in the
above exmq~le, whereas thq u=e of a 1000-ohm A.dvancowire drain ‘gag:
with a gngo factor of 2 would requiro .A,r.tobc notiWvdr 0.04 ohm.
When multiple-point strain mohstiemcnts am tobo made, c.possib”lc”
eoluticn oi’tho switch-contact%slst$@co, problQznis th~uac of :.
high-quality heavy-duty sQloctor switch hc.vj..n$low and cons&nt-
ccmtact resistance. Switches are avnil,abJowith SO’lCW s resist-c,
thnt the uso of ’low-roa”istanoewire strain gagm is possiblG, pro-
vidod that high sensitivity is not required.
.,
,.




Ef:bctive olimina~on of cent.act=roeistanooerrors-can bz
accomplished”by,using “S.aepnra’torokaronce resist.orwtth or.chstrain “
gage or a soparato bridge with oaoh stra~n gr%e, ns:shown in fig-.
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direct-current or an alternating-current power supply. Circuits
of this type are used frequently in present-day practice.
The circuit of figure 4 is used for multiple-point measurements.
This circuit uses a separate compensating resistor for each gtrain
gage and has two common connections, requiring only a single-pole
switch in the meter circuit; the switch-contact-resistancevariation
in this circuit must be a negligible fraction of the ~tpr resi&&nce
if a deflection method is used. It is also eesential that tlnerebe
negligible variation in the resistance of the common leads and of
the power supply. If a null method of measurement is employed, the
variation in resistance between points 1 and 5 and between points 4
and 6 must be negligible compared to the parallel resistance between
points 5 and 6. Also, the resistance of leads 1-5 und 4-6 must be
approximately in the same proportion as the two ratio arms of the,
bridge. If a deflection method is ueedj an a~itional condition is
imposed: any variation in the resistance of the power supply and
ite leads must be negligible compared to the parallel resistance
between points 5 and 6. In the deflection method> for example, the
use of twenty 100-ohm strain gages in en equal-arm br?@e Ewrange- -
ment would require that the variat~on in the resistance of the circuit
through points 5-1-2-3-4-6, which includes the paier suppl#, shculd
be less then 0.1 ohm in order to attain l-percent accuracy.
The circuit of figure 5 is used for strain measurements on
rotating members. The contact resistances between brushes ~d” ti~ip
rings are in series with the power supply and the detector and can
be made of negligible proportions with little di$~~culty.
Multiple-point strain measurements on a rotat-ingmember titiing
a selector switch can be made by a combinaticinof the circuits of
figures 4 and 5. Referring to figure 4, slip rings must be inserted
in the battery circuit between points 1 and 2 and between points 3
and 4; another slip ring must be inserted between the detector ti
the junction of the ratio arms A and B; finally, a fourth slip i
ring is,inserted between the dete~tor and the single-pole selector
switch if’this pwitch is mounted on the rotating member. If the
switch cannot be mounted on the rotating member, indiv~dual slip
rings sre used to co&nect each junction betwee_na strain gage and
its compensating resistor to its respective switch point.
CIRCUITS FOR ELIMINATION OF CONTACT-RESISTANCEERRORS
A new method for the virtual elimination of errors caused”by
contact-resistance variation at switch contacts or slip rings
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mathematically in the appendix. The most general ‘circuitofihis
type ls built up in the steps sh-” in ftgu@e.6.- C@structton beelns
with the simple Whetstone bridge circuit of figure 6(a), wherein a
contact resistance r is assumed to occur at the.f-r3rkrcorhers of
the bridge. Each o~these original contact resistancesi.s th~”
brfdged by a pair of aux.ilia~ arms..”a,b;ti;d;f’;f.j;+zndhJlc whose
ra.tloto eaoh other.is equal to the ratio betiw”eaith6 adjacent main
arms (fig, 6(b))c C!onnoctionbetween’theauxil@ry”azm.s W the
main arms is made through a peparat”ebru~ or skitch ootitact,whose
resistance js denoted by r, and the power lead dr the dtitectorload
that originally went to the oorner of the btipl&%Yidgu iQ oonnectied
instead to”th~ junction of the twoauxiliary azms; It”is shoti in
the appendix that this construction htistdie~.feet of ticell~
firet-cm’der.effectsof the contact resistance’occnrring”atany cornor
of the original.bridge ~ecause “thisresistance is, In el?ftic~}divided
between the two adJacent.main ards tmthe same proportion &s the
ratio clf..theaamain arms.. ‘ fl” ~~ ““ : ‘“”’.“- ~““.
,,.
lilXhu pnactl~l applic~tion”of the .multijle=bridgec~rGuft b
resistance”stratn-g”b,gem aslu?ementsj’the “useof Sa@kti+%’Contic+s
for connecting the strain gage to:the inainbridge arms and to the
auxiliary ratio arms does tit mc%m”that men%:’tihamtirbwires~fiatidbo
led off.frGm Gabh gh-gei “ths~ppltctitionr~quires“only:t~t two
connections, instead of one, be made at the slip rl~ or tiheswitch
at which.:the contaot res.j,stnmc”eOCCUYS:. 7?tirther+noi%}all four pairs
of auxillary ratiu arms are’&rely’:fiead6d;%iost‘ap”jjlic%tioti”-’utilize
no mor~-thantwo pairs.” The~ c!bnilihlonti&efiiustrated”b& i% fol-






., -. .,- ., : : .-,-.””
Stl-ainMea8uremEnrktliYough S}ip-Rin@ . ““;,.:
., ;,..
The”birciziAOffigure 7(a) (equivalent circuif~shoti h“
fig.’7(’b).)Is used whero only theoiieeti?ain gagq ’’R””$&:c@tiied on
‘ttkero”tat@ member. A sii_@eWair’~ slip:ri*s’:is-use~jr.J,u9*”as
in a conventional circuit, but eaoh ring k:#~tirob&hshes..-Onenebrua
on each ring lies in the main bridge circuit”ti-tipo’”~~d”ofR;-$,A) f
and B.”The other brush on each slip iing is $n Ab@da with tliw
auxiliary ratZo&km resistors b and” ~. lheauxfli~ ratlo=&.me .
a,b and c,d “’act’”aspotontial dividirs acrois thb””cotitactroslat-
ance occurring in tho main bridge circuit, The values of theso
resisto.xsmust be such t~t A/B = a]?J,.g@ A/9 -.c}dt Very good *
compenm~tion is obtained ij?the auilf~tiy’rtisidtorb”tire“1OOOtimes
the prol>ablecontact resistance. ,,
.—
........------ :.~-.- ------ -.
““ Tho dlvi’dcr a,b titthtilo&t’&rnjr ~ .tAqIn?ldgo will bcI
remgni:!ed as that of the usual lKalvin’&o~blobridge.” The divider
Cjd ab-.theright-hand corner is an additional compsnsathg network
—
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that is not found in the usual Kelvin bridge because the Kelvin
bridge is ordinarily usqd for measurements wherein contact resist-
ance in series with the main ratio arms produoes negligible er?mrs.
On the other hand, resistance-~train-gagemeasurements that must-
deteot resistance .ohangqsof a f6w thousandths of 1 percent yould
be in serious error if contact-resistancevariations of the-s&me
magnitude occurred in the main ratio arms.
Tk+eerror that results, expressed as the.app=ent fractional
change in resistance of the strain gage, is of the order of’inagni-
tude of the qquare of the ratio of the contact resistance,ti”the
bridge-arm ~esistance, rather than the first power of this ratib .
as it would be in a similar bridge circuit without auxiliary ratio
arms.. Specifically, assuming the same oontact rasiqtagca at each of
the brushe,s,this aeoond-order error id the sum of two terms, one
term being proportional to the squareof the contact resistance and
the other term varying as the product of tho contact ratiistanc~.by.
the ~unt of bridgo uribala.nce.(See equation (43) of appcai~ix.)
Tho error is thus least when the bridge iQ balanobd tid incrtiasim’”
as the bridge bocomas nnbahncod by the increase in strain. Tablo 1
llsts.aomo dosirallo combinations of ros<stanoa valuoa for thevtiious
arms of bridges using strain gages having resisttiouu of l.OOJ500,
and 1000 OhI?lS.For each of theso bridges, table 2 lists tho mximum
error~ in indicated dmain,which would bo cxiusodin an Initially
baln.needbridge by the introduction of 1 “ohmof contact rosistanco .
at each bru~h and alQo tho erxwr in indioa.tedstrain in abridgbthht
iu 1 percent out of balance, under the aamo cunditiona “thatlead to
maximum error in the bahincod bridge. Wor purpo~ea of”c”ompa&iaon,
there .aroalso listed tho maximum crrmw.that would be causcidby tho
introduction of 1 ohm of contact-rosistanco vsriution occurring in
tho Whetstone bridge circuit of flgukc 2(a). It will be notod that
the ratio between errors in tho two typos of brtdgo, which mi@t bo
termed the ‘tfactorof adventage,’tis botwm.n 110 E@I 4000. Thig
factor of.advantag.a”wouldbe still’greater if tho .nsaum@ contact
roslstance wera.O.l,ohm rather thmi 1 ohm. T!@ factor of admntago
would bo half as.greati if thotwo.brushes shown in figure 7(a) on
each slip ring were merely connoctod in parallel’”ina simple WhWc&-
stone bridge arrangement. W%huse.competitions of orrorQ, it has
been assumed tht errors occurring at each briuh~do not~”obmponuatu’
each othor, but:aro”such asto produoo the @5ateQt posa~blo error’
in ~ initially balmncod bridge.. .: i ‘ .“ ‘“.“ ?
w
The distinction between th6 tu%s “oontact rosi~tanco” .&d
“contact-resistance varlationt’i~ to bo notod. Ir”tho-WheatGfone
bridge circuit of figure 2(a), any oonstant contaot ro~i~tcnco LIY
be bclanced out in tho initial baloncing of tho bridgo and only th~
subsequent variations in this contact resistance are material, line
error being proportional solely to them variations. In the mul-
tiple bridge, errors due solely to the oonstant contact resistcnco
may CLIGObe balanood out, but tho additional orrora introduced by
-.
-
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.Circuits for Multiple-Point Strain Measurement
..
Multiple-point etrain,measurements,using selector switches,
are distinguished from those involving slip rings by the fact that
in many cases one side of each strain gage may be connected in com-
mon through a soldered connection, thereby eliminating a source of
error and simplifying the circuit. Typical circuit arrangements




The circuit ofifigure 8(a) uses the same standard resistor S
for all strain”gages and breaks both sides of the strain-gage circuit.
‘ Its equivalent circuit is identical with figure 7(b) and the data
of tables 1 and 2 apply. !l%iscircuit may be balanced by any of the
methods,shown in figure 3. —
The stahard Kelvin bridge circuit of figure S(b) has one side
-.
of all strain gages comon and is a simplification of figwre 6(a);
the.number of switch banks is halved and one pair of auZiliary ratio
arms is eliminated. Representative combinations of bridge constants
are presented in table 5. Data indicat@g the advantages of t$is
circuit over the comparable bridge circuit of figure 2(c) are 2re-
sented in table 6.
The circuit of figure 8(c) uses a separate compensating resistor
for each strain gage, breaks both sides of the circsuit,and requires
a five-pole switch. Its equivalent circuit is identical with that
of figure 7(d) and the data of tables 3 and 4 apply; For deflection
measurements, the contact-resistancevariation at the meter switch.
contact must be a negligible fraction of the meter resistance. For
null measurements, balance may be obtained by the method of fig-
ure 3(c). Simplifications of thi~ circuit.are possible, if one side
of the resistors can be connected,In common. .-
. . ..
The circuit of figure 8(d) pe%its a se~ate compensating
resistor to be used for a group of strain gages and allcws for
switching different gruups, each with its ‘owncompensating resistor.
One side of each strain gage Is common and one side of each compen-
sating resister is common. tily.one pair of auxiliary ratio arms
is neces8ary. Other variations of,the circuit of fi~e 8(c) can
accomplish the same result; all vsxiations require a five-pole
switch if there ere no ctimon connections and a four-pole switch
if common connections are permitted. Balance may be obtained by
the method of figure 3(c).
---
ltiultiple-Point-St&ain Measurements Through Slip Rings
The arrangements deeoribed above may-be combined to allow
measurements on a number of strain gages atttichedto a rot=@ing mem-
ber, u’eingonly a few clip riqgs. ReTresentativearrangements am
shown i:n‘figtie9’wherein three or foti slip-rings are.used to make
measurements onany number of gages,’selection being made”by a
solenoid-operated,multiple-pole, multiple-position stepping switch ‘
that is mounted on the rotating member and moves with it. An addi-
tional pairof Slip’rings hay be needed to brin”gpower to-the solenoid.
.. .’.. .. ,---- ... .
Ths’”circuitof figure 9(a) has ormside of all gagea c~w,
uses”a two-pole stii”tchianfl”requj.res“tw”c.sllprings wittrone br~ish
on each and one slip ring with both primary and”~econdary brtishes.
It may “be balanced by any of the methods of figure 3.
.
.. .,.----
‘Tha circuits of figures 9(b) and 9(c) require t?ibeeSlip rings,
two with.main and auxiliary”bruGhee.’“Thereference re”eistorsaid
the auxiliary rat.ioamhs”for i+iemet”&r-Gl%ciii-f”&ecarried-on the ““:
rotating metnber’.”+Bdiihceis cbt,ainbdby-$bernethod of Pigul% 3(c). ‘“
The ciisult of”f’igtie9(b) ukes “thea’tie’c@~6nsafir@resi”sttiifor “ - -
all strain gages and requires a two-pole sw?.toh,whereasthe circuit
of figure 9(c) uses a separate compensating r~igt~ for each gage
arid-re~iir-ag”afofi-pole ‘s~itch.””‘-””’”:~ ‘“ .-i ‘ . : = ‘:-7 .: ,
. .. . . . ..
. . . . . .. :. . ----- . . .. . .. ..! ..” ,-. .. ,
Tboircuit of figuie ~~ pkrmit’a’tibaufembntsotia”~@+ti~
member’.mrrying strain ,&a$es’of’two “different“fiominal’ie~ldances.
A solenfid-operated ti6ppi~” #witih)m: the””r@at~~- ptit,i”sdvtid. “.
synchro~ouslywitfira:similm’switcl} at ””the-tia”~uringbrid@. At
the sam(3time that%he first”switoh dvantds to a“straln ‘@age”of
diffbrmt nominal:re”8itith6e,the se-ctilmltch ohanget3resietor..S ‘:
aridals.~shuntsthe auxilitiy’’$a%im”&m ‘“d’tb rnaiti”ainthe ne”ces~ary
yrcpcrti.onsbetween srme. This circuit.resemblesthat of figure 9(c),
except “tll~tihe,fi oienti:resistors;tie” hb’l~”er; on t.hei%tatzing
member. ‘Strain’valuks ‘tie“obtainedfro?iYaadings of the-m~ually’”” -
balance(Ys’lidetire K “i”n”anull methbd”i”’A.’mp@?s,tepair of slip ““
rings may be needed to operate”the”:”st”ep’piri””e-w tch. F@vj10 shows
the wtri&di&&’for a ctiple%e installation,‘includi”rigan”-tiddi-
t~.or~l”nonshort~,~”bankon the @’epping,dwitichat tie IuAdge u~?d
to oyen the powek-supply clrcujt Whbnthb stiltch“advances’and thus
nrotect--theiletector. “’ ‘ ,.- .,.
. .
,. -. .- ., : :- . ““
,...
Circuit for Use with Hi@-Reslstanco Detector
Tho Kelvin bridge uircult shown in figure n(a) may be used
i~ the deteotor is a vaou~-t-ubo voltage amplifier of high !nput
.
*=.=
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resistance. Dispehsipg wlththo auxili~y ~a;io arms @ the right-
hqnd cornor of the br.idgtimakes it.necessary .tohavo arms A end
B of comparatively high rosistance~ If tha fractional.chango in
resistance duo to strain is &R/R, the contact-resist-o~ wiation
is Ar, and the Trecisjon desired is p pe,rcent,tho value OF
rusistor B must be greater :~han - .———-
The circuit may be balanced by the methods of figure 3 or by moving
either of the left-hand potential taps, as shown in fjgwe U(b).
This type of circuit is appl~cable also tg multiple-point stroin
meamrements. The high resistance of the main ratio .srrmsmakes this
circuit very much inferior in sensitivity to the circ-uitof fig-
ure 7(a) when ,amoving-coil galvanometers~.semployed ae a detcctc)r,
but is no restriction when a vacuum-tubo voltago smplifior ~&uE!ed. .-
. Switching Circuite f’orMeasuremcnt of
Sllmsand Differences of strains “
.
Direct measurement of the sums ok differences of strains
mmsurod by rosi.stancestrain gages, in my dasired combination,
may be mado by use of the multiple-bridge circuit and a multi@o-
pole, multiple-positj.on=olector switch, without introduction”gf
.c,nyamprociable contac.t-rosfstanm errors.
l
Two basic circuits CR this typo ar;”showm in t’igurG12. In
figuro 12(a), tinesum or differOnCG of two strai?is-isobtaimb.1~
by ube af a four-polo switch. In figuro 12(b), the diffcranco-””-.—
‘ between any pair of strains out of a group of four is obtainiblc
by use of a four-pole switch. ‘. .-” ,-
Circuits of this naturo am directly applicnblo to tho compu-
tation of principal strains from strain-rosette.rmdin~sl In con- - _____
strutting such switching circuits, it win generally bo fouridthat
the number of poles on the switc~ is apprOXim;LtOlytw~co tho number
that would be rGquired by a similar switching arrangement that did
not contain auxiliary ratio arms or main and fLuXilfary tm?minds.
DISCUS;1ON
The circuits desdribod for elimination of contact-resistance
errors aro intended merely to illustrate tllotechniques to be .usod
and manifestly do not includo every conccivnblo circuit that might
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be emplc,yed. The majdrity of-the circuits otitlined.requtieth
application of one or both of’two expedients: firs”~the use of
mxtliax’y ratio arms and second, the”.useof sepmate !’main’rand ..
“mxlliary” terminals. The “result;ofthese @ooedure& 3.sto make
the errclrsapproximately proporttotil to the square of”the ratio
Of ~he c:oritact resistance to thebri@g-~ re~i~t~cg instgad of
to the f’ir~tpower of this ratio, as would OCCIW in a similar cir-
cuit without multiple-bridge,,fea$.~e:~~:
.,,
The effect of adding the auxiliary ratio arms can be described
moralexe;otljj.n.tliefollowi~mazmer~ if; In.a ~imple.Wheatsbone
bridge, the error;:expresse”d:aethb’apparentfractional “c_hangein
resistance “ofthe”%mriable arm, lb of’the card@ .ofmagnitude of ,
the ratio”of cont&ct resist~oeto brjdge-e.rmrgsist,anc.elthen adding
the auxfliar~”arms reduces th!serror’by &factor Qf the.o~der..of’
magnitut.eof the ti&tioof Contact resi:siiance.to.auxllj.~y-.~ regist-
ante. 1,sa result, .the”usualstringent lirnitatiw.pon,cogt@
.
resistarlcemay be relaxed several hundredfold, the improvement jn —
accuracy thus obtained being greater t@ the improvements obtained
by the expedients of ~ltiple brushes or..ofM.gh-resistfice oerbon
strain gages. -The elimination of errore due to contact ~“esistance
Is accomplished’wtthlittle mechardcal complication and only a mod- .






Thd dbnel”derationathat govern the conversic!nof a @mple s
Wheat8tone bridge -circuit;suoh as that of figure 13, to.tann.&$iple-
*
-.
bridge ‘circuit-are derivable’from the ‘theoryprasen@& @ the e.ppm-
dix. By standsrd electfictilnetwork transformations, the genera~ —
circuit of figure 14(a) is replaceable by the equivalent cirouit
of fl+.yme‘14(c). The effect is therefore one in which the .cGntact
resistance occurring at any cot’nero&the tridgo is divided~tween
.- —
the two a(!ljacentsxms in the beme proportion as the raid-oof these
arms, thus oanceling first-order effects of the o.ontactresistance.
..
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1. There is no’a-ppreciablechange iq,:theeffuctive “valuesof
the four main “arms;-thereforethere need ha.no c-e in the values
of’the resistors initially.used to balace” the bridge.
2. m appreciable resistance, due to th~ auxiliarY ratio ~,
is insertec”in the battery circuit if arms ,d,a or f,g are usoci,
so that a higher battery voltage is rqui,red in order to preswvu
the same voltagb’across the strain g@ge. ‘
,,
3. If’&’ms a,b or h)k are used and a m&ing-coil galva-
nometersis the’detector, an appreciable &Gsistance is introductid
‘into this circuit;therefore the galvanometer’should be ruplaced
by one that will match the naw value of resisttice which appears
across Its:terminals. The new galvancmeter will”generally possess
“ahigher coil resistance and algo a higher .c.urrentsontiitivity. If
a high-imp6dmca vacuum-tube dGtector is uB@, no @toration is
necessary and there will be no ohango in sensitivity.
,.
The net loss in sensitivity caused by arms ,a,b “or h,k will
depend on the typos of galvanometersavailable and mot bo e~rossod
in any simple equation, but generally the reduction will bu loss than
twofold:;”For”bxample, for bridge 16 (t@ble.5) if .acon.wmrci~ type
of hi&h-se”nsktivityspotlight galv,anotit,~~.of5-poc&d”:poriod is
used,’the number of divisions of galvti~tit.o-r,paflv~ctitinfim a given
AI@end”ti’@v&power dissipation in&q.B._:~ill bo half.hs @w:t .
when the multiple bridgo is used as when,only ‘t,htiinlridgu is
used, assuming that in Gach case tho gaLy@mot& is-so ‘qhosenthqt”
it will bd critically damped by tho.cir~uit ‘acrossits-tm’minals.
For’’snyothor bridge listed in this table,:thti’roductibnin s&~-




“An im~rtant result.of.the ~oints:@~~~opod”is tpit, whug the
.-
~resenco ot”arms; cjd or !~g ~ould .req@?e,a..yGry,l~go ,inCreuo
in supp~”vblt~u (as, for’&=ple7. ti”bridgv.,.8~table 3)2 it W
be:adv~tagbouE tO interch~o the .POS,itiO~of-the POWO~ SUp2~
exd the”galvtiometer~ It should be-notud, hotigvur,tluif-whti$oas
apparent loss in .sonsitivity.caused by thti.pruaticb”ofarms c,d
or f,g may be offset by increasing the su~pl.yvoltagc”udil normal .
volt@’&apyoms across tho @train gage,.q.rqloss,.insas~tivitY
caused by arms a,b” or hJk ..cannotbe m“rnpGnsatod’b,yincreasing
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precision.of the auxiliary ratios must b6’100~R peticent,whre AR
is the permissible6mor in measurement of%tra~~gage re~is’tanoe
and r is the.ptiob’able‘con~a& “rebis~an;ce.‘- ‘ :
*
It ’khoul&be no%d that thb’negi~gitil@cqn&act{r”&&is~@~ qrror
of the multiple bridge,is derived from””the”factit$at,thg.ratio.or
conta”dtresietantie”to brid%e+nxi resistance i! general~- tiosmall
a fraction that, when this fraction-ts squared, it’becomee n~li-
gible. In most practical applications of the multiple-bridge, a
reasonable criterion for the bxi~tence of such ,g-condltionris that
the contact resista&e shall be’”le%”’{han”lp<rc?nt of-the bridge:
arm resistance; ‘Most app~icatione satisfy “this@.t6riqn re@ily..
On the other hand, ifithe”contact residtanm is vwy high, the
multipl~-bridge ctrcuit loees Its “effectiveness;”.”This statement.
applies efen to a simple Kelvin”double-lridge“circuitquch as tht
showni.n figure 8(b); although this bridge .wouldbe uzmiffectedby
changes in the value_.ofresistqnco occurri~ Sdlely at the lei%-
bd CO1l.MIIlof witch Wntacts, the additton of contact re~i~tance
In series with auxili~ arni‘b will disturb the btilahc~of “the
—bridge. :--- .- -= --,:--
.. .
.
Xn determining the applicability of “themul.tlplebridge Wa,
—
in partlcul~,’in evaluating i.t”smerits with respect~tc @@iti-cir-
—
cuits for eliminating contact resistance, sudh as tit shownin l
figures 4 end 5, it My be noted that the muitip~e bridgeoffers
no advantagti‘overthe circuits of’figures ‘4 and 5 insof~ as reduc-
tion of contact-resistanceerz%rs is concerned. (h-fact, if the
contact resistance is occasioiiallyvqry high, as in tQe,case of,
poorly seatwd-brushes, the ”multiple-bridgecircuit will Introdtice
more violent detector deflections than wi”lltiltherof the other
two circuits mentioned.) On the other h~d, the multiple-bridge
circuit offers cert’ainadvantages in econom of the “to$al””.numbe$.
of resi~gtxrrsrequired for “multi~le-poin-b.~asure~~ts@ in ~t6
versatility in permi.tting~ desired’combination ‘of,rGsi@ors or
arrangemcmrt “of.the meaeuring circuit and conddorable freedom in
choice of bal~cir@ mdhods. Circui.t&auch as thbse shown in ..
figures 9, 10, and 12 illustrate these po$btk-. ““’
., .
mo mUltip10 bridge ia generally applicable to measurements
of exi%edingly m@J. re~ist~ce changes, aS in the Jmmganin-reglstor
pressuro gage, -“ offers a Podeible @rovernentii%r the usual
Kkl.vinbridge in measurement where appreciable Gontact!resistance
at the yotantial terminals Is unavoidable. ,me circuit is applicab-
le alscj:tbhot-wire .~e&on@rj, to”meatiu$ementswith four..w$re
resistance thermometers (p”binnittirge“lim@a~on of the.usual’”
reversing bwitch),.&nd to situations’wh&~ t“hestrain”g~o” or other”
—
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sensitive element is f= fzwm the measuring bridge circuit so that
very long leads must be used. In the multiple bridge, these leads
can be made to appear in the SSRLOportion of the circuit as do the
contact resist=.ces, so ~hat considerable lead resistance can b~
tolerated and much smaller lead wire can be “usedthan would be
permissible in the conventionalWhoatstone bridge oiroutt.
Aircraft En&e Research Laboratory,
National Advisory Committqe for Aeronautics,
Cleveland, Ohio, February 8, 1946.
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Figure13 reprbsen’tsthe.&ix@e Whsatgtohe bridgoj with,the
resistances and cWrrents’“intlie’“vartousi%rms!as”indicated. The
equations for tha network u’s:







The solution of these equations is
- (1’i~l = o
+ ~’&_Jt = O








and so forth, Whera
(v D’=AIB!S’R’ 1 1 1 1 )~i-~+@-~ + G’(A’+B’)(S’+R*)
-1-H’(A’+S’)(B’+R’ ).+G’Ht(A’+B’+S’+R’)
NH!=(A’ -tS’)(B’ +R’) +-G’(A’ +B’ +S’ +11’)
.
NAt= S’(l)’+R’) +G’(S1 +R’)
NB,=R’(A’ +S~) +“Gt(Sf +B’)
I’@=.li’(]j’ +R’)+G’ (A’ +B’)
—
NR,=B’(A’ + S’) + G’(A1 -I-B’)
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‘Thq.bridge is bal.ancodwhen. NG, , the numqrator of the equa-
tion for &rrent in the de’t~ctbfialm ‘G’, is zero:
Starting from
arm G’ caused ~y
is, essentially,
,,, A’&’ .. B’sf =:o
an inltia”llybalanoed bridge,




AR’ in arm R’
. .
(16)
becauso the value of the denbininator D’ remains nrac’ticall~ - -
unchanged inasmuch as it is the slimof positive te%s cdngis~frqrj
of triple products of the resistmces in the various arms, ccnuparod
to which”the chan~e in D’ due to “AR’,is negligible.
The Multiple Bridge
In the multi~le-bri”dge’circuit ~ figure l+(a), tkw matn arms
are A, B, S, R; the detector is G; the atiilinry r~tio urms =’e
a,b; c,d; f,g; h,k and the oontact resistances that are ?@_3god
by the auxiliary ratio ems are..rabj red: rfg~ rhk. Sim@er
c3.rcuitsmay be derive~ from this general arrangement by setting
.
some of the variables equal to zero,,as in “thecircuits of fig-
ure 150 ... .. ... ..
The cu&ents in t~lisnetwork may he obtained by direct appli-
cation of.Kirchoff’s laws and solution by simultaneous equations.
An,alternate method of solution, which is considerably simpler
.—
mathematically,.“utflizestho fact that tho mihor triangle ~ncluding
—
a}b}rab may be replaced by .anequivalent Y-network, as shown in
.
figure 14(b); and tha$ ,~hoother three minor trisngles, invol~ir~ ““““”” —
C,d,rcd; f)&~fg; and’ h,”k,rhk$”rospectivo~$ may be replaced In :*
similsr manner. This’transformation is merely the standard trune-
Pormation of a n- to a T-network in communication thmry or of a
A- to a Y-network in power en@noering. ,,
-----
By thus transforming the four minor triangles, the network of’
figure 14(a) i~ c@mg@ to that of fj,gnre14(c), a simph Wheats~Ow
bridge similar tQ thut of fig~e 13, wherein .
., ,,
~f ~ /(“ ‘f,+”g+,rfg) + h$hk/(h + k “ ‘hk)”A + frflg , (21).,.
B’ = B + Crcd/( ) /(C + d“’+.Tc”d+ krhk ~l”+ik-+r~lk~
(22)
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S“f”=S+ &&b/(a+b,+Yab) + &fB/(f”+ g+rfq) “ (23)
,, ... ... .
R’ =R + brab/(a + b + rab) + ~,cd/@ + d ‘ic~ (24)
G’ (25)= G + ab/(~ + b + rab)+,,hk~(h ~,‘.+ ‘hk) . ... ...
..! ., ...,
E!
/(=.cd c +-d+ rcJ +“fg/(;’:% ‘ r;) ‘y -“~ (26)””
The currents in the main ,m.tio ar?Ds;in the detector circuit-,and
in the battery circuit ere obtainable by iwert ing these valuee Into
equations (7) to (14).
,, .,
OnL~ the expression for.tliecurrent in












“(E) )(fR ,- @) + ~h+yrhk’ O-J,.-.@)f+g+rf (
““[‘ab ‘cd -r1[‘+-bf ‘ab ‘f-:: (a+b-trab~(C+d+rcd) ., [a+b+ra,b),(‘+g+rfg). . ‘1.. . .=,.-. ...
j H
.-‘fg‘hk ‘
+ ah [c+d+r~~~~k+r$k)~l, hi-k+ffik)
1. .









and D’ is obtained by substituting equatlo~ (21) to [26”)in
equation (8)i,:The%xpression ‘for:D~ cousi,s”ts..oleiy of’positive
terms involving triple “yroduct6or t~ circuit resistuces and?
whev
‘~ab~‘cti,~fg~.rhk are emall com@rod.with the other arms,
a C1OSO approxbtion is obtai&i.’by om~titi& teas involving these

















+ G+~+~ (A+ B)(S+R)




Examination of equation <28) rjhowsthat first.order effects of






Equations (30) to (33) are the conditions for practical elimi-
nation of contact-resistanooerror. If, in .mdrlltion,the main arms
of the bridge exe adjueted eo that
AR -“.0 (34)
(the oondition for balancp of the sim@o Wheatstono bridge without
oontact roeistanooe], the only current flowing in tho diheotor oir-
cuit ie that due to terms of the eooond order.
Residual Error Duo to Contact Resiste..$mee
Themultiplo bridge considered eo far hae been one oontnining
only the contact reeietances rabJ rcd~ Xfg) ~k, However,“ref-
erence to the oirouits ehown in figures 7(a), 7(c), and 8(d) will’
indicate that, in addition to tbe above oontaot r6sietanceeJ th6re
may aleo exist contaot resietanccm in series with arme a, ‘b, d,
8* In the most general ease, there may exiet contaot rssistanoes tn
series with each of the erme a, b, o, d, f, g, h, kc Theso oontact
resistance will be denoted by Aa, Ab, Ao, eto. Examination of
eq.uatlon(28) will show that the introduction of this group of c&-
tact zmeietancee (by writing a + Aa, b + Ab, a + Ao, eto, in pkoe
of a, b, c, etc,, respectively) will produoe only terms Or SQC6M
and higher orders.
.-




collm~~nti~’’..m,,,~tiptlg.lg ~yid+foyhoqo arms sat~sfy oq.ua-
tj.ons(150)to (33\-’wi.ll.amtii~’“f@w”-frorn.3Hr~**r. .o~fuctaof
the contaot rosistancos and will “possossonl$ effwts of tihosecond
and higher ordersi,::-.Ap.pdoq~~ sw.lu;~~jonof the sooond-ordor
offoct ]?roduoodby “t%e”12 ‘ctihtt~c”&,-fieB.i.e%unces rab~ rod> rfeY
‘hk> Aa, Ab, .$C,OtC.(AE3E3U&l&‘thtia~”’VdUOS .Zkl?OSIWil~COmpWd
to A; B; ?%+.’:ii,~a;,h’;:k?$,:-p~o,,,)~can “beobtainod by aswmi ng that
a deflection mof~o-d”id’’’lkin~ue&!L.arid~f@iLing tho dotoctor current
oauscd by t% ;p~y.s.onq~of tho contact liesIatances.
,,. .’.,,!+,+. ..., ,.:,>.,.-, ,,,,
.,”. ,-,.,.7,,..,.,.
The’&obIcm ‘will’;botrea%cd,by;coqqidor~~..tyo.~~so”s”;:I-ntho
iYrst caso~ starting with a balanced bridge (detector ctiont . O);
thoro will be found tio debtor ~urront
‘G1 caused by tho addi-
tion .ofresistances AR, rab, ro~,”.’~ ,, Aa, Ab, etc. In tho
seoond case, starting with tho .samo-balancedbridge, there wI1l bo
found the detector currant %2 caused by tho addition of roeiet--
anco AR alone, !l?hiscurrent-i~ the.“lcgitimato” mwmzremont of
the ohal~J in resistance of arm R, and is dorivablo mathematically
from tho yroooding oaso merely by,’settingall the contaot roeist-
arlcos,Ocpal.tozero. The difforenca botweon tho currents in tho
first ~ld scjcoh{:$,:e-oewtklroprosmt tlm mr@idue-to contact
r@sistancos. “TMs error 3s oxprGs@.blq nlso.:as.y”addit-Jonal





TO determino iG2, the numerator * denominator of equ-~io: (27)
may.~ imagi,nod.rtiwrittonwith R+ti, a + Aa, b +-Ah, etc.,
“’”’:b,‘Gto.;”rbspeotlyely..“rep@Xh~ ,.R,.-a.~, ~q,~n~seit is nocossary
to evaluate o~y’ttios&torms’wh.i.oh @.}1 tiltimatelyyi&Li.orrors!of”
the soccnxlmnd lows- dfietie-jthe mtihema~~pql+”~bbr”titiy-be”mjnj,mized
by noting that, when the values of Aa, Ab, AC) eti.,.&e fi@-
~nserteclinto..equatlon(28) ti equations (30) to (33) are then




... .’ “;, .., -., . . .-
:‘2. ~-~,;bti~~jTii-&f*ordei”~&a”bdaides I& will be”- ..” ‘- .
.,.,-4 ;..... . .
,“
-.,...:~.. ..
.. . .. .::,7.. .,., -.:-’,,...>.-. , .,
.<3.-
,.
;“~~[$+”-’’CSJ&’{&{& ~.’~~,”~ (~ .~)””’,:‘~JliA ~“~)~ — , .-. .: ,f+g..
::..” -.-.
. .
......---.i.>,. .. . .
Co]i@equently,”ipde&Q’~j,ti~@jthe Traction AAR/D’, t-hedenomi-
nator need be expanded unly”up”to’+titisof ‘thefirst order, @d In
determinj.ngthe remaining fractions of ‘Gl}the denomj.nat~rmay be
*
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written simply as Do, which is of zero waler. !lhw, flP d~ci rep.
resents the second-order terms that Ft;ipeW.
contact resistances are introduced ‘dnd,if
orflerterm that appe~ in D’ whm.it is
tions (21) to (26), then
bNG, ?YSG,
ANG1=X Aa+—- Al)+aNG’






,. ~ ‘ab ‘cd
.
— ‘1+ c+d ~f&F3+~-F4a+b — F2+f+R
(36)
where % F2~ F3} F4 are functions of A, B, S, R, -a, ‘b,
. . l h, k, and, in the evaluation of the p~tial derivatives &Jm




The value of iG1 is then g3,venby
.,t
‘ AAR ANG,-
‘G1 = E -DO.+AD+— -- I%J. -—. ..—
.-
(37)
and the value of
‘G2 is obtaineflfrom
the contact resistances equal to zero:
EAAR
‘lG2= ~
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whero, in the last term! AD &s been dropped “fromthe denoglnator
because]it would oontrihuto only third-order %ms.”
I;merting equation (39) into the identity-
.
.
iGl ( )‘iG2””b ‘Gl”- ‘G2 (40)













twi~terms within the brackets in eque.tlo~(41) represent the total
error in the measurement of @R, expv~ssod as tbe apyaxent mhii”-
-.





the quantities ql and 72 are functions of the contuct resistances
‘and,do not themselves oontain ~; 91 rcqrresentstho Grror present
f3vorlwhcm AR is zero and n2(AR/R) rspresonts th~ a~itio@
error present when there exists an inj.ti~.unba~ce A?: me
~jxplicitexpressions for these”orrois in tho maastienonf”d? AR/R,






:(fi’o’r+’:)-kp+’”l+ %F2~%”?++”4 ‘ - -.:
+b2Aa+a2Ab ~2Ah+h2~k
-1
%#’ ~6;d2Ac+c2Ad ~6+~__F5+— F5 -i-
(a+b)2 (.h+k)2 -(c+a)2 (P+g)2 j
(45) ‘
where .- —







Fl =.SJ3(A+~~+R) + Go’ (A+B)(a+b) + Hub (A+S) + Go’Ho (a+!) (49)
,,,
F2 =dA (A+BsS+R) i Ho (A+S)(c+d) + Go’d (A>B) + Go’Ho (c+d) (50) .
.,
F3 = gB (A+B+s+R) + ~ (B-tR)(f+g)+ Go’g (A+B) + Go’Ho {f+g) (51) “:’
“4 = ks (A+B+s+R) + Go’ (s+R)(h+k)
F5 ,=(A+B)@+R) + Ho (A+WS+R),
F6 = (A+s)(B+R) +“Go’ (A+E+s+R)
,.






Numerical evaluation of the error wili’be obtained fez-oertaln :
special cases of practical interest. For convenience, it will be
assumed that the values o??all cor.tactWsistances are equal.. If
this value Is denoted as r, then equation (43) becomes —.-.
Error = Klrz+”K,r.(AR/R) . ‘ (55),,
.-.,
--
where Klr2 and ‘K.-$’are the values assuzw~.by “he functions q~
,..
and ~2 when all the contact resistances are set equal to r. In
the cases itemized below, the values of the contact res~stances will
. .
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be choHen either equal to ‘r or to zero in such manner-as to pro-
duce the maximum yossible value of K1 (that”isj the groateet POS-
.
sible errr.zrin an initially bdarmed bridge). The value of KZ
w~ll then bedaterlnined for the same values ‘ofcontact resistance
as those used in ewaluat~ K1.’ IrLevaluating K2, it willbe
assumed that G = 0, because this condj.tionalways loads to a
w
greater error. The resulting values of the total error in a bri~e
initially 1 percent out of balance generally will not be tho maxi-
mum pmsible values, but they will be sufficiently--closeto the
maximum to provide effective indication of the order of magnitude
of the thta.l”mror.
. . -. .-
@e 1. - For the circuit of figure 8(a) (equivalent to
fig. l:~f= g = h= k = rfg= rhk= 0. F~ the c~c~ts lis~
in table 1, table 2 lists the values of K1 @ K2 cw~ted for
condit~ons that lead to the maximum value of K1. These conditions
am generally
Case 2. - For the
fig. fi~~ u = b = h
















Case 3. - For the Kelvfn
——.
c.=d:. f=g=h=k=rcd=
in tabl~e5, table 6 lists the




= rhk = 0,,rrg
values of Kl:




















Qiso 4. “.For the circuit of figure 9(c) (equivalentto .
“ fig. l!;’ h = k +“rhk =“0, For the circuits listed in tible 7,
table 13lists thovblues
that lead to the msximum
of. Kl end K2 computed for conditions
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‘ab = red.=rfg=Aa=Ag=r
Ab.Ad=o
Solution for a High-Resistance Detector
When the detector resistance i.6very high compared to the
resisttinceof the bridge arms, the detector becumeg u voltagu-
serisjtiverather than a current-sensitive device and, in plticecd’
equation (27), there should be used —.
N
G’
‘G = E (Df/G)
which, as G approaches infinity, becomes
‘G /= ENG, 7
(56)
(57)
where fi is the coefficient of G in the equation for D’,
Evaluation of the second-order error by a treatmtintsimjlar
to that of the Treceding suction loads to the resalt that the
apparent fractional chang~ in R, which is actually caused by the
presence of contact rosistances,-
Error = nl
where the error ~lj at balance,
a low-resistance det60tOr and Is
is given by
+ 32 (AR/R) (58)
remains unchanged from tho case of
given by .
—.
),fbfx%J)x~Q J30x%lx&a’\(,AR a+b f-w ‘.m =b c-@ _
( )(+“gxr~xrhk )‘hk—- &x~x_ (59)‘AR c+d h+k AR h+k
The additional error cnusod by tho presence of an initial unbalance
AR/R is now 12(AR/R) where
. .
—
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~ d2Ac+c2Ad – 2
1
H2A:f+f.Aq~6
(c+”a)2”F~ + (f+g)z -
,. . .
and ,:.—-..,.-.-=-------.. ... ..--!..:- .. .. .....-,
$.
50 = (A+3)(s+R)+Ho (A+B+H+R~ ‘
~1 = (a+b)(Ay~Ho)




F4 = (h+k)(~R+Ho) “:










l?or’thu”spGcialcase whdre all c“ontactresistdn.oesare eqwl,
the analog of”equation (55) Is .,. #
Error = K1~2 +~2r (AR/R) , (68]
Fn~ tho brj.dgoslieted in tables 1, 3J 5, and 7, the value of
R, is lQs~ than,,thevalue .of,K2 in equation (55), so that no
numerical listing haa ,becmpresented for-the cam when G approaches
infinity.“’
Accuracy RoQu@monts Inl)osign of a Multiple Bridgo
In conalnmcting .amultip~-bridgo circuit, it--jsnecQesary to
kiiowtlw requjrud accuracy of ti@tment or tldoresistors in the
various arms. It js obvious that thera.tfo btitwaenresistors in
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smallest percentage change in arm R that it is desired to measure.
On the other hind, the auxiliary ratio sums do not require this
~ccuracy; in fact, if the contact r~et~tancee r~b, red,
rhk were zero, the values of thtiauxiliary ratio armswoul~f~~
immaterial in any null meth~ ~d would t]mn affect-only the sa.l8~-
tivity of the bridge. ~c”question of what accuracy is required In
the auxiliery ratios is the converse of the question of’what effect
js produced by a given change in these ratios and the latter effect
has already becm stated in equations (43), (44)? end (45). For an
initially balanced bridg6, the effect is given by the first four
terms of equation (44). Roughly speaking, the ticcurncyrequired
in tho auxiliary ratios is less stringent than tha accuracy desired
in the measurement of R by a factor of the order of mz@iitude of
the ratio between the resisttice bf one of the bridge arms and tho
probable contact resistance., Thus, assume that the auxiliary ratio
,~/b is in error by T pcmcdnt so that, instead of L@, the rutio
iS (a/b)(l +’0.01 p). This ratio may be written as
fy+o. olp)=b (a(l + Aa/a)-Na_ ~+(1 + Ah/b) - b
From equation (44), treating only the initially
for simplicity, the error in the measurement of
change in a and b, iS-
)Aa Ab (69)X--F
balanced bridge
AI@, due to the
@x%)-ex%)=fabx:’%?-tabx:’+)(’”’
Because b/R = a/S and beC3USe As/a - Ah/b = 0.01 p} tho error
becomee
Ah/b - As/a ‘a,b
rabx~)( =-y-xa+b &x O.oly
If a = b, th~ percentage error becomes
‘ab
-Tp
Similar analyses hold for the other auxiliary ratio arms.
quently, in an equal-am main bridge possessing two pairs
Ilisry ratio arms, the fo3Jowing proportion would hold:
Permissible percentag@ error in auxiliary ratios .








whore :-<is tho pr~bablo contact rosistanco,”.It is importamt to
note””t”h.’lt.~h.odenominator of the left-hund sido of this equation
is tho.pwmissib~porcontn~ ~or in wnsuremont of R and not
the pmmissfblo porcent~~o error inmoas~emont df ,AR/R. It is
also to bo notod that only tho ratio botwoon any pzir of auxiliury
resistors such as a,b or c,d must bo hold within tho limit~
previously stated and that th~ actucilvul.uoof thoso rosi.storsis
not crltica.1.
REFERENCE
1. do Foroat, A. V., and L6cdmqo.n, H.: The Dovolopmont Of-
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TABLE 1. - REPRESENTATIVE RESISTAXE vAIGU1’SFOR
FOR ELIMINATING CONTACT-RESISTANCE ERRORS AT





I Resistance in main ratio Resistance in auxiliary}
Bridge
arms, ohms ratto arms, ohms
R s A I
B a I b c a
1 100 100 1000 ~ 1000 1000 1000 1000 ~ 100
2 100 1000 1000 100 1000 100 1000 ‘ 1000
3 500 500 500 500 1000 1000 ‘ 1000 1000
4 500 500 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 I
500
IS 500 1000 1000 500 1000 500 1000 1000
6 1000 1 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 j 1000
7j 1000 \ 1000 100 100 1000 1000 I 100 i 1000
TABLE 2. - ~ORS CAUSED BY CONTACT RF~ISTANCE r AT EACH CONTACT IN
MULTIZ’LE-BRIIX2ECIRCUITS OF TABLE 1 COMPARED wITH ERRORS THAT WOULD
occuR IN s~ ~4~ BRID3E WITHOUT A~wY ARMS (SEE FIG. 8(a))
?
aConetants in “oquation for aApparent AR/R prodlac~d W
error in multiple bridge l-ohm contact rssistanoe
[Error . Klr2 + K2r (AR/R)] (ohms per negolun)
Bridge




(h) AR ARbridge ~ = O y = 0.01
!I >
1 0.95 x 10-5 -7.46 x 10-3 20,000
I
-lo _65
2 .95 I-7.44 20,000 10 -65
C3
-.20 -1.75 4,000 \ -2 -20




6 .08 f-1.17 2,000 -11
7 .10 { -1,42 -13
aComputed for conditions leading to ‘~xi.mvmpossible error 3.nan
—
initially balanced bridge. Unless otherwise not’~d,these ~ndi-
ti.onsare rab = rcd . At = Ad = r; Aa = O.
%esistance in detector arm is zero:
.-
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TABLE 3. - REPRESENTMUVE RIEKLSTANCEVALUES FOR MULTIPLE-BRI132ECIRCUIT “–
FOR ELIMINATING CONTACT-RESISTANCEERRORS JYTTWO OPPOSITE ERIIX2E














Resistance in main ratio [ Resistance in auxiliary I












100 1 100 100 1000 1000 1000 1000
500 500 100 1000 1000 moo 1000
500 500 500 500 500 500 500
500 500 500 1000 1000 1000 1000
500 1000 1000 1000 500 1000 500
100 100 500 1000 1000 1000 1000
1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
1000 500 500 500 1000 500 1000
CAUSED BY CONTACT RESISTANCE r AT EACH COIiTACTIN
MULTIPLE-RR~E CEUXIITS OF TABZ8 3 COMPARED WITH EKRORS THAT WOULD
OCCUR IN SAME MAIN BRIZIGEWITHOUT AUXILIARY ARMS (SEE FIG. 8(c))
,
aApparent AR/R produced byaConstantt3in equation for
error in miltiple bridge l-ohm contact resistance
[Error = Klr2 + K2r (AR/R)] L (ohms yer megohm)
Bridge -
K1 K2 . Wheat- Multiple bridgeI
(b)
stone m
bridge ~ = 0 F = 0“01
8 -0.50 x 10-5 -5.23 X 10-3 20,000 -5 -.57
C9
.50 -5.24 20,000 5 -47
10 -.20 -1.25 4,000 -2 -15
11 -.10 --1.17 4,000 -1 -13
12 -.13 -1.OO 4,000 -1 -11
13 -.50 -1.24 4,000 -5 -17
14 -.05 -.63 2,000 -?5 -7
15 -.07 -.75 2,000 -1 -0
aComputed for conditions leading to maximum possible error in ‘an
initially balanced bridge. Unless otherwise notedJ these coridi-
tions are -Ag=r; Ad=O.
%esistance inr~~t;c& ;rm ia zero.
.—
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TABLE 5. - REPRESENTATIVE RESISTANCE VALUES FOR KELWIN BRIDGE CIRCUIT
FOR ELIMINATING CONTACT-RESISTJQW3ERRORS AT ONE BRIIX?X
CORNIERFOR STRAIN GAGES OF 100, 500, AND 1000 OHMS
~ Resistance in main ratio
Bridge alms, ohms
R s A i B
16
I
100 100 I 100 100
17 100 100 I 1000 1020
18 100 100C!I 1000 100
19 500 500 500 500
20 500 500 1000 1000
21 :
I
500 i 1000 I 1000 530
22 1000 i 1000
I
lam 1000












1000 1009 1 —
TABLE 6. - ERRORS CA- BY
KELVIN BRJZX2ECIRCUITS OF





RESISTANCE r AT EACH CONTACT IN
COW- \’1~ ~(_JRS ~T Wom
—
A~IARY ARMS (SEE FIG. R(b))
t
aConstants in equaticm for !aApparent AR/R produced by”
error in multipk @~idge 1-ohm.ccntact resistance
Bridge [Error = Klr2 + lZ2r(AR/R)]: (ohms _permegdm)
I Wheat-! Mult5ple bridge
Kl % stone
(b) bridge ~=oj ~=a.o~~




17 .30 -5.24 “. 10,000 5 -47
18 .91 -3.94 10,900 9 -39
19 .10 -1.25 2,030 1 -12
20 .10 -1.20 2,000 1 -li I
21
I
.13 -1.11 2,000 1 -lo I
22. .05 -.67
1
1,000 .5 I -6 i23 .05 -.74 1,0001 .5 \ -7 ~
aComputed for ccmditions leadhg to maxhmm pcssible error in azz
initially balsnced bridge: rab = Ab = r.
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TABLE 7. - REPRESENT.4!KFJERESISTANCE WUl%ES FOR MULTIPLE-IEUGE CIRCUIT
FOR ELIMHMTING CONTACT-RESISTANCE EEM3RS AT THRKE 13RIIEE –._ __ —
CORNERS FOR STR41N GAGES OF 10CI, 500. AND 1000 CMMS “-
.—
I T ~Resistance in win ratio Resistance in allxil iEUyBridCe arms, ohms ratio arms, ohms1 ~—’’——————:S~Ba~b .-.”-- -— ~’d,~GI-— T .+ -. 4.—-—- -.24’ 100 ; 100 ! 100 : 100 1000 1000 10W .100”31000100025 100 ! 100 I 1000 ~ 1000 10GC 10GO 1000! 100 10GO 10026 i 500 500 ~ 500 : ~00 503 500 5QJ 500 500 50027 ~ ~{q~ 500”! 500 : 500 100CJ1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
28 ‘
I
500 \ 500 ! 1000 ! 100a 11000 1000 1000 500 10GQ 500
29 l@oo I 100? I 1000 \ 1000 loocl1000 1(-)acl1000 10GC)100a
1000 / 1000
~~ i 1000 ~ 1000 ~ 50” ~
FiXl 10G9 1000 5Kl loo@ 500 10GO
1 0 ! 100 1000 1000 100 1000 100 1000
—
TABLE 8. - ERRORS CAUSED BY CONTACT R.E%S’TANCE r AT EACH CONTACT IN
MULTIPLE-ERIDGE CIRCUITS OF TABLE 7 COMPARED WITH ERRGRS THAT WOUf,~ -











I ‘Constants In equation fcr
I error in multiple bridge
[~~ror . Klr2 + K2r (AR/R)1
-—
































2,,000 :: \ -112,~1~
I
-12
2,000 / -1 -14
‘Computedfor conditions Iead.’lngto mx~nnnn j.?os~Ible error “inan
..—
initially balanced bridge: rab = ??Cd= rf,<=.Aa . Ag = r;
~, i.
At),– =Ad=G.














(a) ACtIJal Circuit. (b) Equivalent circuit.
Figure 1. - Series circuit for. measurement of alternating












(b) Equivalent circuit (c) Actual circuit
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(b) Shunting the reference resis- . .
‘1 --. ., . .-- T- -- .— - n
.- !. . . . . -.....-— --—
,. .-
.=:f. .. . ... --- -. L.-J a.-...—
Figure -3. - Standard ~e”~hods of .ba~anc]ng ”the””~heafs~OnE’_~ “ ~lD._-=~
bridge circ”ujtfor resistance strain gages.
















Figure” 4. - Multipie-point strain-measuring circuit, free
from contact-resistance errors,0 using a separate compen-








Figure 5. - Circuit-for strain measurement through slip
rings. free from contact-resistance errors.
._. .—
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(a) Original Wheat storte bridge.
—
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(b) Original contact resistances ~ridged by auxiliary arms.
-...— ..-
—
Figure 6, - Construction of the multiple bridge.
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(a) Actual circuit, strain gag. (b) Equivalent circuit of figuro 7(a)~ “-










Compensating gage StraLn 9a9e
(c) Actual circuit, strain gag. lnd
componaating gage on rotating lem-
ber.
r-———E—
(d) Equivalent circuit-of fig-
ure 7(b).
Figure 7S - Multiple-bridge circuits for elimination of con-
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“St r l I n o—c+v%-o
gages
~
.Ria) Single rofercnce r*sis -
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Figuro ‘0 l - ‘ : - “-”““” : ‘ : ““<:” “- “-:bus+”;’-;;:;’-”i{”:”:x”x”Mti”lti pl~-br”i-dge clrc’u”lts for elimination of c
tact-resistance- errors in Iaultipl. -point measurements using





(a) Common reference reeis-
tor for l ll strain gages,
Reference resistor on
ftxed member. (Three











(b) Common reference resistor for al I
strain gagec. Reference resin-
tor on rotating member. (Thrae









Separate reference reaietor far
each stra!n gage. Refer Once re-
sistor on rotating nember. (Thrae





Figure 9, - Multiple-bridge circuits for multiple-point measurements through slip rings.
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(a) ~jg;;~;a~;;.sum lnd difference of (b) Circuit for differences between
lny pair out of l group of four
strains.
.— .- —
Figure 12. - Elementary switching clrciits for direct “--”- -
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(a) Actual ;~~dge circuit.
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(*) “:CA 1. Conta”ct rosi, staqcgs
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